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Equality sets of finite sets of homomorphisms are studied as part of formal language theory. 
Some particular equality sets, called Merge,(k-COPY), are investigated. These languages are 
combinatorially difficult, and are full semiAFL generators of the recursively enumerable sets, 
and are semiAFL generators of the class MULTI-RESET, provided k > 3. To accomplish this 
characterization, equality sets are related to multihead and multitape Post machines operating 
in real time. A Post machine has a one-way input tape and Post tapes as storage tapes, which 
in the multihead version are scanned from left to right by a write head and several read heads. 
By simulating Post machines by multiple reset machines, and vice versa, several new charac- 
terisations of the class MULTI-RESET are obtained, and it is shown that for multihead and 
multitape Post machines linear time is no more powerful than real time, and two Post tapes 
or, alternatively, three heads on one Post tape are as powerful as any finite number of heads 
or tapes. Finally, some complexity bounds for equality sets and Post machines are discussed. 
INTRODUCTION 
The problem of determining whether or not two strings are equal occurs frequently 
in the theories of automata, computability, and formal languages. Examples include 
pattern matching problems; the Post Correspondence Problem; and the wide use of 
nondeterministic machines to guess a solution and then verify its correctness, which 
often includes a check that the string guessed and the computation based on the guess 
coincide. 
The notion of equality sets, introduced by Salomaa in [ 191, brings questions of the 
equality of strings into formal language theory in a new way. Considering the set of 
all strings such that their images under two homomorphisms coincide, one obtains an 
equality mechanism of a very simple kind. In [2, S-10, 191 equality sets are studied 
from various points of view. Here we consider multiple equality sets as natural 
generalizations of (twofold) equality sets and approach them as part of formal 
language theory. 
It turns out that the “first-in, first-out” comparison of strings on storage tapes is 
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the direct correspondent of the equality mechanism defined by homomorphisms. This 
type of comparison is modelled here by Post machines, which are nondeterministic 
acceptors with a one-way read-only input tape and a finite number of Post tapes as 
storage tapes. In. terms of data structures, a Post tape is a queue, which in its 
multihead version may be scanned by several read heads moving from left to right. 
This kind of tape has rarely been studied in automata and formal language theory, 
whereas there is an abundant number of investigations on machines with pushdown 
tapes which model the “last-in, first-out” comparison [ 1, 3-6, 14, 201. 
While studying equality sets, we focus on languages of the form Merge,(k-COPY), 
which are hardest equality sets, and are combinatorially difficult regarding the type 
and the number of homomorphisms for their description as equality sets. These 
languages comprise the property that k strings are equal, as do their kernels k-COPY. 
Strings in k-COPY, however, can be analysed by k full sweeps for equality, while 
strings in Merge,(k-COPY) require many piece-by-piece equality checks. These 
checks for the equality of strings can be performed on reset tapes and Post tapes, 
respectively, which both model a “first-in, first-out” comparison. 
While machines with reset tapes are studied in [4], we investigate multihead and 
multitape Post machines, and compare the power of these devices under real time and 
linear time bounds. A reset tape can be seen as a restricted Post tape, where the read 
head becomes active after the write head has stopped acting. Conversely, a Post tape 
can be simulated on two reset tapes. Furthermore, multihead Post machines can be 
simulated by multitape Post machines, and we show that real time multitape Post 
machines can be simulated by real time multihead Post machines with only three 
heads. As for other types of nondeterministic acceptors (see [ 1, 3-6]), we obtain that 
for multitape and multihead Post machines, linear time is no more powerful than real 
time, and two Post tapes or, alternatively, one Post tape with three heads are as 
powerful as any finite number of heads or tapes. The Post machines so specified all 
characterize the class MULTI-RESET of 141. 
It is also shown that equality sets of homomorphisms and Post machines 
correspond to one another, in the sense that the class of languages detined by real 
time nondeterministic Post machines is the smallest AFL which contains all equality 
sets. In this correspondence the number of homomorphisms defining an equality set 
coincides with the number of heads on the Post tape (Theorem 3.5), the number of 
intersections of twofold equality sets coincides with the number of Post tapes 
(Theorem 4.1), and the bounds on the balance of equality sets and on the distance of 
Post machines coincide (Section 5). Thus, in the context of closure under the 
operations of inverse homomorphism, nonerasing homomorphism, and intersection 
with regular sets, finite intersections of multiple equality sets, intersections of two 
twofold equality sets, or threefold equality sets are equivalent in the sense that all 
these characterize the class MULTI-RESET. 
Finally, we introduce the notions of balance of multiple equality sets and distance 
of Post machines as complexity bounds, and compare time and distance bounded 
Post machines and time and space bounded Turing machines. These investigations 
shed light on the complexity of multiple equality sets. 
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce multiple equality sets 
and the language Merge,(k-COPY). In Section 3 multihead Post machines and 
multiple equality sets are investigated. In Section 4 we study multitape Post machines 
and provide characterizations of the class MULTI-RESET, and in Section 5 we 
discuss complexity bounds. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts from automata and 
formal language theory. Some of the notion that are most important for this paper are 
reviewed here and notation is established. 
For a string w, 1 w 1 denotes the length of w. We use e for the empty word and say 
x is a prefix of w if w = xy for some string y. 
A homomorphism (between free monoids) is a function h: C” + A* such that for 
all x, y E C*, h(xy) = h(x) h(y). A homomorphism h is nonerusing (length- 
preserving) if for all strings w, ( wl > 0 implies (h(w)1 > 0 (I WI = 1 h(w)\); otherwise, h 
is erasing. A homomorphism h is linear-erasing on a language L c C* if there is a 
constant c > 0 such that for all w E L, I w( <c . ) h(w)\. A class I! of language is 
closed under nonerasing (linear-erasing) homomorphism if for every language L in 9 
and every homomorphism h that is nonerasing (linear-erasing on L), h(L) = 
{h(w)lwEL} is in 2. 
A semiAFL is a family of languages containing a nonempty language and closed 
under the operations of union, inverse homomorphism, nonerasing homomorphism, 
and intersection with regular sets. An AFL is a semiAFL that is closed under the 
operations of product and Kleene star. A full semiAFL (AFL) is a semiAFL (AFL) 
closed under homomorphism. A principal semiAFL (AFL) with generator L is the 
smallest semiAFL (AFL) containing L. For a class of languages Q, !JR(e)@(r!), 
s(Q)) denotes the smallest semiAFL (AFL, full AFL) that contains 2. If !i? = {L) we 
write, e.g., W(L) for W({L}). 
Unless otherwise specified, a Turing machine will be a nondeterministic acceptor 
with a read-only input tape and a finite number of read-write work tapes. The 
language accepted by a machine M will be denoted by L(M). A machine M operates 
in real time if it reads a new input symbol at every step, and it operates in linear time 
if there is a constant c > 0 such that every accepting computation on an input string 
of length n has at most c . n moves. A machine M may operate within some time 
bound T and space bound S, where T and S are functions of the length of the input 
string, which bound the number of moves performed and the number of work cells 
used by M. Both time and space bounds are assumed to be nondecreasing. 
2. PROPERTIES OF MULTIPLE EQUALITY SETS 
In this section we consider equality sets of finite sets of homomorphisms and study 
properties of these languages. In particular. we focus on languages defined by 
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Merge,(k-COPY), which are hardest equality sets and which require exactly k 
homomorphisms of a specific form for their definition as multiple equality sets. 
For k > 2, let h,, h, ,..., k, be homomorphisms with a common domain Z*. Define 
the equality set Eq(h,, h2,..., hk) of h,, h, ,... , h, by Eq(h,, h2,..., hk)= 
(wEZ”Ih,(w)=h,(w)=*** = hk(w)}. A language L such that L = Eq(h,, h, ,..., h,J 
is called a k-fold equality set. Twofold equality sets are simply called equality sets, 
and languages L with L = Eq(h,,..., h,J for some k > 1 are called multiple equality 
sets, where for every homomorphism h with domain C* we define Eq(h) = .Z*. 
Let EQk(HOM) denote the family of k-fold equality sets, and let EQ+(HOM) 
denote the family of multiple equality sets. Then EQ+(HOM) = Ukr, EQk(HOM). 
For every nonempty set of homomorphisms (h,, h, ,..., hk}, Eq(h,, h, ,,.., h,J = 
Eq(h,, h,, hz,..., hJ. Thus every k-fold equality set is a (k + I)-fold equality set and 
EQ’(HOM) E EQ’(HOM) c . . . c EQ’(HOM) E . . . c EQ + (HOM). 
Multiple equality sets are the natural generalizations of (twofold) equality sets, 
which are studied in [2,8-10, 191. They have been introduced independently in [9]. 
Note that multiple equality sets may be regular, such as Z*, or context-free and 
nonregular, such as (W E {a, b}* 1 the number of a’s in w equals the number of b’s in 
w}, or non-context-free, such as {w E {a, b, c}* ( the numbers of a’s, b’s and c’s in w 
are equal}. Obviously every multiple equality set is recursive; it can in fact be 
recognized in linear time by a deterministic one-tape Turing machine or by a deter- 
ministic Turing machine that uses only log n work space. 
Notice that multiple equality sets are star events. In particular, every multiple 
equality set contains the empty word e, and {e} is the only finite multiple equality set. 
For every permutation x on (1, 2,..., k} and every set of homomorphisms 
{A,, hz,..., hk}, Eq(h,, h, ,..., h,J = Eq(h,(,,, hnc2, ,..., hnCkJ), i.e., a k-fold equality set 
does not depend on the order of the homomorphisms. Following [9, lo] we can 
establish the following structural properties of multiple equality sets. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let L E EQ+(HOM) and let x, y, u, v be strings over Z, which is 
the alphabet of L. 
(i) If xy, xv and uy E L, then uv E L. 
(ii) Ifxy E L, then (w E C* 1 xwy E L} is a star event. 
(iii) IfxEL, then {vEC*)xuEL}=L and {uEZ*(uxEL}=L. 
For every k > 2 we define the hardest k-fold equality set, which is obtained from 
extensions of the language COPY = {w$w$ 1 w E {a, b}*} by merging subwords from 
the single blocks w%. 
Notation. Let k > 1 and let Z be an alphabet. For every i with 1 < i < k let C”’ 
be a new alphabet, such that C”’ = {aCi) ( a E .C}, Zn,??’ = 0, and i # j implies 
,Gi’ n Z(j) = 0. Then lJ ,GiGk Z”’ is called the k-fold copy of Z, and for 1 < i < k, 
,W is called the ith copy of Z. Let Z = Zc’O’. For a string w = a, a, a.. a, with aj E Z’, 
the ith copy of w is w”) = ai”a:” *.. a:’ E (Z:“‘)*. 
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Let 2 be a alphabet such that $ is a new symbol, not in C. For a string 
w=x,$x,% *.a %x,% with xi E .?? define 
Merge,04 = h,lx2,1 as’ xk,lxl,2x2,2 “’ xk,2 “’ x~,rx2,r “’ ‘k,ri 
wherex. E (2”-“)* x l,J 3 1 =x l.lX1.2 *.* Xl,r- and 
for2<i<k,xi,,xi,2 ..a xi,ris the (i- 1)st copy ofx,]. 
Intuitively, if y E Merge,(w), then y is obtained by merging renamings of the single 
blocks xi of w to a single string. 
For a language L E (C*(%})k let Merge,(L) = U, {Merge,(w) ( w E L}. Merge,(L) 
is called the k-fold merge of L. 
Notice that for k = 2 and languages L i, L,, Merge,(L, $L,%) = Shuf(L,, L,), 
where “Shuf’ is the shuffle operation of [ 111. Merge,(COPY) can now be seen as the 
diagonal of Shuf(C*, Z*), and it is the “complete twin shuffle language” from [lo]. 
We shall not discuss the operations “Merge,” in general, but apply them only to 
some particular languages. For k > 1 let 
and 
k-COPY = ((w%)~ ( w E {a, b}“} 
*-COPY = {(w%)~ 1 w E (a, b}“, k > 0). 
For k > 2, k-COPY can be interpreted as signifying that “k strings are equal.” 
THEOREM 2.2. For every k > 1, 
EQk(HOM) = (h-‘(Merge,(k-COPY))1 h is a homomorphism}, 
and it is the smallest class containing Merge,(k-COPY) and closed under inverse 
homomorphism. 
Proof. For C = {a, b} defined h,(a) = a, h,(b) = b and let h, erase all symbols 
from the copies of C. For j = l,..., k - 1, let hj be the projection from the jth copy 
C(j) onto C and let hj erase all other symbols. Then Merge,(k-COPY) = 
Eq(h,, h, ,..., hk-& i.e., Merge,(k-COPY) is a k-fold equality set. To see that 
EQk(HOM) is closed under inverse homomorphism, note that for homomorphisms 
h, h, ,..., h,, h- ‘(Eq(h ,,..., hk)) = Eq(h, . h ,..., h, . h). Finally, let hi be 
homomorphisms from Z* to A* with A = {b,, b, ,..., b,} and i = l,..., k. Let 6 be a 
homomorphism from A* to (a, b}* with 6(bJ = a’b. Let yi+ i be a homomorphism 
from {a, b}* to the ith copy {a”‘, b”‘}* with yi+ i(a) = a”’ and yi + ,(b) = b”‘, 
i = l,..., k- 1. For dEC define 
h(d) = Q,(d)) M(W))) y,(WW)) **a Y/$%(d))). 
Clearly, for every w E C*, h,(w) = h2(w) = ..s = hk(w) if and only if h(w) E 
Merge,(k-COPY). Consequently, Eq(h,, h2,..., hk) = h-‘(Merge,(k-COPY)). 1 
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Hence, for every k > 2, Merge,(k-COPY) is the hardest k-fold equality set. The 
languages Merge,(k-COPY) are not only the most difficult k-fold equality sets in 
terms of time and space complexity, but also in terms of the type and the number of 
homomorphisms that are necessary for their definition. 
LEMMA 2.3. For every k > 2, if E, = Merge,(k-COPY) is represented as a 
multiple equality set Eq(h,, h, ,..., h,), then there are nonempty strings of minimal 
length u and v and integers p and q with p, q > 0, such that for every homomorphism 
hi there is exactly one j in (0, l,..., k - 1) with hi(aj) = up, hi(bj) = V’ and hi(d) = e 
otherwise, where aj and bj are the jth copies of a and b, respectively. 
Proof: Let a = a, and b = b,, and for j = l,..., k - 1 let aj and bj be the jth copies 
of a0 and b,. Define Z, = {a,, a ,,..., akel] and .Z, = {b,, b, ,..., b,- ,}. Then E, is a 
subset of (Z, U Z,)*. 
To show that all homomorphisms are uniquely determined, once U, v, p, q are 
chosen, we rely on some facts on commutative strings and establish four claims. 
For strings x and y we say that x and y commute, if xy = yx. 
The following facts for commutative strings can be obtained from [ 171. 
FACT 1. If x and y commute, then there is a unique string z of minimal iength 
such that x = zp and y = zq for some p, q > 0. 
FACT 2. If x and y have powers xp and yq with a common prefix of length 
] x] + ( y ], then x and y commute. 
Now, assume E, = Eq(h,, h, ,..., h,). 
CLAIM 1. For every d E 2, U Z, there are homomorphisms hi, hi such that 
h,(d) # h,(d); otherwise, d E Eq(h,, h, ,..., h,), but d 6? E,, contradicting 
E, = Eq(h, , h, ,..., h,). 
Notice that Claim 1 implies hi(d) # e for every d E Z, UC, and at least one 
homomorphism hi. 
CLAIM 2. For every pair of symbols aj, bj in Z, U Z, with 0 Q j < k there is a 
homomorphism hi such that h,(ajbj) # h,(bjaj); otherwise, hi(a, b, * * * 
ajbj . ..a._,b,_,)=h,(a,b,... bja,~S.a,-, k-, b ) for every homomorphism hi, and 
from a,b, a.* ajbj a** a,-lb,-, E E, and E, = Eq(h ,,..., h,) we obtain 
a,b, a.. bjaj =.a a,-,b,-, E Eq(h, ,..., h,), but a,b, .*a bjaj **a ak-,b,_, @ E,. 
Notice that hi(ajb,) # h,(bjaj) implies h,(aj) # e and hi(bj) + e. 
CLAIM 3. For every two homomorphisms hi, hi from (hl,..., h,} and symbols 
c, d E Zh (c, d E ZJ h,(c), h,(d), hj(c) and h,(d) commute. 
511/21/3-4 
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Proof of Claim 3. Assume c = a, and d = a,. All other choices of c and d are 
similar. Since a;a; ... a;-, E E, for every r > 0, h,(a,)’ hi(al)’ ..a hi(a,_ ,)” = 
hj(aO)r hj(al)' +.. hj(akp,)r. For appropriate r > 0, hi(at,) and hj(a,) satisfy Fact 2 and 
commute. Accordingly, we show that h,(a,) and hj(a,) commute by interchanging the 
roles of a,, and a,. 
To show that h,(a,) and &(a,) commute, first consider the case that 
h,(a,a,) = h,(a,a,) for some homomorphism h,. Then h,(a,a, ... ak-,) = 
h,(a,a, ... a,-,), and from aOa, ... ak-, E E,, alaO e.. ak-, E E, and E, = 
Eq(h, ,..., h,) we obtain h,(a,a, ..a akel) = h[(a,a, ... akp,) = h,(a,a, ... ak-,) = 
hj(alao “’ ak&l), and thus hi(aoa,) = hi(a, a,). Hence h,(a,) and h,(a,) commute. 
Fact 1 now implies that any two strings from ihi( /~,(a,), hj(a,), hj(a,)} commute. 
Next let hi(aOa,) # h,(a, a,) for all homomorphisms hi, which implies !~,(a,) # e 
and hi(a,) f: e. From Claim 1 we obtain hi(a,J # h,(a,) for some homomorphism h,. 
Assume ihi(a,)l < lh,(a,)(. The case ( hi( > lh,(a,)l is similar. Since 
a;a; ... a;-, EEk for every r >, 0, hi(UO)rhi(Ul)r *.. hi(ak_,)r = 
Ma,)’ WI)’ - h,(a,- ,)‘. From h,(a,) # e and h,(a,) # e there are r, s > 0 such that 
hi(ao)‘= Uao)‘-sy /hi( + Ih( G lhi(a,)l’ and Ihi(a,>l + l~,(ao)l < lWols. Then 
hi(Ul)rhi(U~)r *.. hi(ak- 1)’ = hI(uo)s h,(a,)’ “’ h,(ak-,)‘, and /+(a,) and h,(a,) satisfy 
Fact 2 and commute. From Fact 1 and the fact that h,(a,), h,(a,) and h,(a,), /~,(a,) 
commute, any two strings from (/~,(a,), hi(a,), h,(a,), /~,(a,)} commute. The analysis 
for hj(ao) and hj(a,) now follows from the first case. This proves Claim 3. 
From Claim 3 and Fact 1 we obtain that there are nonempty strings of minimal 
length u and v, and integers pi,j, qi,j > 0 with 1 < i < n and 0 <j < k such that 
hi(aj) = ~‘l.j and hi(bj) = v'~J. Furthermore, u and v do not commute, which follows 
from Claim 2. 
CLAIM 4. For every homomorphism hi and every symbol uj E C, (bj E C,), if 
hi(aj) f e, then hi(bj) f e, and h,(d) = e otherwise. 
Proof of Claim 4. Assume j = 0. All other choices are similar and can be 
obtained by interchanging the roles of a, and aj. For r, s > 0 let w,,, = a: bf,a;a; ... 
aL-,b;b; ... bL_,. Then w,,$ E E, and hi(w,,,) = h,(w,,,) for all homomorphisms 
hi, h, E {hl,**., h,}. From Claim 3 let hi(aj) = U”J and hi(bj) = v'~.~, and let 
P = ~~II~ P,,~ and Q = cr:i q,,j. SinCe w,,~ E E, and w,,, E E, we have 
P= lhi(W,,o)I and Q = Ihi(Wo,,)I f or all homomorphisms hi. Futhermore, P > 0 and 
Q > 0, which follows from Claim 1. Let ai,j= P- pi,,i and pi.j = Q - qi.,i. Now 
hi(w,,,) = h,(w,,,) means that 
uP’.u’ rU9’,0’sl(a,.o’rUl(,,o.s _  UP,.o~rv9,,u~sU~‘.0~‘Uil/.o~s 
On the basis of Claim I, let h,(a,)# h,(a,) for some hi, h, E {II,,..., h,}. Then 
Pi.0 f P~,~, and we assume pi.0 > P,,~. Claim 2 now implies that qi.o > 0. Let us first 
consider the case that P,.~ > 0. Then q,,o > 0 by Claim 2. For appropriate r and s. u 
and v now satisfy Fact 2 and commute, which is a contradiction. Secondly. let 
P,,~ = 0; which implies q,.. = 0 by Claim 2. Now hi(~‘,.,) = h,(~‘,.,) means that 
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~Pi.u~‘~4i.o~Su(li.o~ru4i.~~s = UP.rUQ.s. Since pi,0 > 0 and qi,o > 0, the assumption that 
ai,0 # 0 implies that u and v commute, and thus a contradiction. Hence ai, = 0, 
which implies pi,0 = 0 by Claim 2. 
Consequently, Ai = e and h,(b,) = e for j = l,..., k - 1, which proves Claim 4. 
The proof of Lemma 2.3 now follows from Fact 1 and Claims 1 to 4. 1 
The following theorems are immediate applications of Lemma 2.3. 
THEOREM 2.4. For every k > 2, if Merge,(k-COPY) is represented as a multiple 
equality set Eq(h, , h, ,..., h,), then every homomorphism is erasing. 
Hence, for the purpose of defining multiple equality sets, nonerasing 
homomorphisms are strictly weaker than arbitrary homomorphisms. This does not 
hold if one considers equality sets as a basis for representing complexity classes, or 
equality sets of homomorphisms which map into single-letter alphabets. See [22] for 
further discussions. 
THEOREM 2.5. For every k > 2, Merge,(k-COPY) = Eq(h,, hz,..., h,) if and only 
if: n > k and there are k distinct homomorphisms in {h,, hz,..., h,}. 
Proof: The “if direction” is shown in Theorem 2.2 and the previous remarks. To 
show the “only-if direction” we assume the notation from Lemma 2.3. If n < k, say 
n = k - 1, then we obtain a contradiction from Claims 2 and 4, and from Claim 4 we 
see that at most k distinct homomorphisms can be used to define Merge,(k-COPY) as 
a multiple equality set. I 
Summarizing these observations we see that k distinct homomorphisms are 
necessary and sufficient to define Merge,(k-COPY) as a multiple equality set. 
Furthermore, these homomorphisms are of a very specific form, namely, they erase 
all but one pair of copies from (a, 6}, i.e., they are “almost” unique. 
From Theorem 2.5 we derive an infinite hierarchy of k-fold equality sets. 
COROLLARY 2.6. For every k 2 2, Merge,(k-COPY) is a k-fold equality set, 
which is nol in EQk-‘(HOM). 
Thus, the hierarchy of k-fold equality sets is strict and infinite, i.e., 
EQ’(HOM)$ EQ2(HOM)$ ...$ EQ+(HOM). 
Let us briefly discuss some relationships between multiple equality sets and finite 
intersections of twofold equality sets. 
Obviously, for every set of homomorphisms {hi, h, ,..., h,}, Eq(h,, h, ,..., h,) = 
r)l<i,j<n Eq(h,, hj) = Eq(h,, h2)n Eq(h,, hJn +.. n Eq(h,-l, h,). Thus, every n- 
fold equality set can be represented as the (n - I)-fold intersection of twofold 
equality sets. The converse, however, does not hold. To see this, consider L = 
Merge,(Merge,(COPY)$ Merge,(COPY)$) c (Z U z)* with Z = (a, b, a’, b’ ) and 
E= {ti, 6, a”‘, 6’1. L = Eq(g,,g,)n Eq(g,, g4), where g,(a) = g&z’) = a, g,(b)% 
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g,(b’) = b, g,(8) = g,(Z) = & g,(6) = g4(6’) = 6, and g, ,..., g, erase, otherwise. 
Suppose that L = Eq(h, , h, ,..., h,) for some homomorphisms h,, h, ,..., h,. From 
d 4 L for every d E (Z U z), but apbqZ~a’Pb’qci~‘~ E L and a’pb’qa’r6’“aPbqtirb E L 
for every p, q, r, s > 0, an analysis as in Lemma 2.3 shows that all homomorphic 
images commute. This leads to a contradiction. 
We summarize these facts in the following theorem. See [9] for similar discussions 
and [22] for discussions on the case of equality sets of homomorphisms, which map 
into single-letter alphabets. 
THEOREM 2.7. For every k >, 3, EQk(HOM) is properly contained in the class of 
languages obtained by k - 1 intersections of languages in EQ(HOM), and 
EQ+(HOM) is properly contained in the intersection closure of EQ(HOM). 
From [lo] recall the representation theorem for the recursively enumerable sets in 
terms of equality sets, and the fact that Merge,(COPY) is a full semiAFL generator 
of the recursively enumerable sets. See also [2], 
PROPOSITION 2.8. For every recursively enumerable set L there exist 
homomorphisms g and h and a regular set R such that 
L = g(h-‘(Merge,(COPY)) n R). 
It is immediate that for every k > 2, Merge,(k-COPY) is a full semiAFL generator 
of the recursively enumerable sets. Thus for k > 2, the closure of the class of k-fold 
equality sets under intersection with regular sets contains a “basis” for the recursively 
enumerable sets. Hence, all the “usual” questions such as finiteness, emptiness, or 
equivalence are undecidable for these languages. These undecidabilities can also be 
obtained from the representation of the Post Correspondence Problem in terms of 
equality sets [lo]. 
3. MULTIHEAD POST MACHINES 
In [lo] Engelfriet and Rozenberg introduced equality machines, which in the deter- 
ministic, one-state version precisely accept all twofold equality sets. These machines, 
however, are capable of performing global operations in one step, namely, to write a 
string of finite length and, more importantly, to check whether or not two strings are 
equal. Thus, these machines have an oracle for the equality of strings, which can be 
simulated in linear time by multitape Turing machines, and in time n2 on one-tape 
Turing machines, where n is the length of the strings to be checked for equality. 
It is easy to see that equality machines can be generalized to multitape equality 
machines, such that deterministic, one-state equality machines with k work tapes 
precisely accept all k-fold equality sets, Here, however, we will consider machines 
which correspond to the smallest AFL over all k-fold equality sets. 
A Post tape is a one-way, infinite tape with two heads R and W; R is a read-only 
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head and W is write-only. The heads are restricted to move from left to right, and R 
never precedes W on the tape. 
In computability theory and formal language theory, machines with Post tapes as 
work tapes have been studied in [ 181 and in [20], where Post tapes are called buffer 
tapes. If one considers Post tapes as data structures, then they are known as queues. 
For k > 1, a k-head Post tape is a Post tape with one write-only head W and k - 1 
read-only heads R, ,..., R,-, . All heads move only from left to right, and the read 
heads follows the write head on the tape. 
A k-head Post machine M is a nondeterministic acceptor with a one-way, one-head 
input tape, a finite state control and a k-head Post tape as work tape. Formally, M - 
(K, Z, r, 6, q,,, F), where the components are defined as for a Turing machine. See 
[ 141 for details. An instruction (q, JJ) E 6(p, a, b, ,,.., b,-,) with p, q E K, 
a E ZU {e), and y, 6, ,..., bkwl E TV (e} means that M is in state p, reads a on the 
input tape and 6, ,..., bk-l with the heads on the Post tape, then enters state q and 
writes y on the Post tape. Each of these k + 1 heads moves one square to the right 
when it reads or writes a symbol, and remains stationary, otherwise. M starts with an 
empty Post tape, where all its heads scan the same square, and accepts, if the input is 
read, the finite state control is in an accepting state, and all heads on the Post tape 
scan the same square. 
A machine M is called a multihead Post machine, if M is a k-head Post machine 
for some k> 1. 
Note that we can prevent multihead Post machines from crossing the write head by 
a read head, assuming that a read head never reads blank symbols, except at the start 
(where the symbol under scan may be the left boundary marker k). To guarantee that 
all heads scan the same square in an accepting configuration, we may assume that the 
last symbol written on the Post tape is the right boundary marker %, and M enters an 
accepting state and thus an accepting configuration, only if all read heads read S. It 
should be noted that Post machines do not detect automatically whether two read 
heads on the Post tape are scanning the same square or cross each other. However, 
Post machines can be provided with such a detection mechanism. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let M be a k-head Post machine. Then there is a k-head Post 
machine M’ with L(M) = L(M’) and operating within the same time as M, such that 
M’ detects automatically whether some heads on the Post tape are scanning the same 
square, and M’ prevents its heads from crossing each other. 
Proof: We only provide a sketch of the proof. A similar construction appears in 
171. 
The Post machine M’ simulates M step by step, and it controls the positions of the 
heads on the Post tape relative to each other, using some additional markers on the 
Post tape, say, *i with 1 < i < k, and an augmented finite state control. Let R, be the 
write head on the Post tape of M’, and for 1 < i < k let R, be the ith read head. 
Suppose that at some point the squares scanned by R,-, and R, are marked by *i. 
Let Ri-l scan a square to the right of Ri, and let no square between RimI and R, be 
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marked by *i. Then Ri- i and Ri directly simulate the actions of the related heads of 
M, until Ri is advanced to a square where it encounters *i. This is the square first 
scanned by Ri- , . If Rim, has not been advanced intermediately, then Rim, and R i are 
scanning the same square. This situation is detected in the finite state control of M’. 
Otherwise, and in no other situation, Riel will encounter a new *i on the square it 
scans, and the procedure just described will repeat. 
M’ nondeterministically guesses the proper squares for *;s, and the write head 
writes them on the Post tape. Whenever RimI and Ri are scanning the same square, 
and R, attempts to move before Rip i does, then Rim i and Ri switch their roles. So, 
M’ prevents its heads from crossing each other. 1 
Hereafter we will not care whether the heads on the Post tape of a multihead Post 
machine cross each other or not. We shall always assume that the machines are 
equipped with a mechanism to detect a coincidence of heads, and behave in the 
proper way. 
For k > 1, let k-HEAD-POST denote the family of languages accepted in real time 
by k-head Post machines. Two-head Post machines operating in real time are called 
simple Post machines, and a language L accepted by a simple Post machine is called 
a simple Post language. Let POST(n) denote the family of simple Post languages, and 
let MULTIHEAD-POST denote the family of languages accepted in real time by 
multihead Post machines. 
It is easy to see that all the aforementioned families of languages are closed_under 
the operations of union, product, Kleene star, inverse homomorphism, nonerasing 
homomorphism, and intersection with regular sets. This leads to the following result. 
THEOREM 3.2. For every k > 1, k-HEAD-POST is an AFL. 
We shall show now that for every k) 2, Merge,(k-COPY) is a (semi)AFL 
generator of k-HEAD-POST, and thus k-HEAD-POST is the smallest AFL 
containing all k-fold equality sets. 
THEOREM 3.3. For every k > 2 there is a k-head Post machine Mk operating in 
real time such that L(M,) = Merge,(k-COPY). 
Proof. On input w E Merge,(k-COPY), where w E (.X U lJ IGi,k Z”‘)*, the write 
head on Mis Post tape copies the symbols from Z on the Post tape, and for 
1 < i < k, the ith read head reacts only on symbols from Co’). M, accepts w if and 
only if all its heads succeed to match the sequences of symbols from Z with those 
from the copies of Z. Now it may happen that the write head is crossed by some read 
head. To avoid this situation, M, prevents its heads from crossing each other, as 
described in Lemma 3.1. I 
THEOREM 3.4. For every language L accepted by a real time k-head Post 
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machine M there are k homomorphisms h, , h2,..., h,, a length-preserving 
homomorphism h, and a regular set R such that 
L = h(Eq(h, , h, ,..., h,J 17 R). 
Proof: Let M = (K, Z, r, 6, qO, F) with L(M) = L, and assume that the heads on 
the Post tape do not cross each other. Define d = {(q, a, y, b, ,..., b,- ,) 1 q E K, a E C, 
and y, b, ,..., b,- , ETU {e}}. For i= l,..., k, let hi be a homomorphism from d* to 
p, which is the projection onto the (i + 2)nd components of the symbols from d. Let 
h be the projection onto the second components from d, and let A be a nondeter- 
ministic finite automaton, which defines the regular set R, and simulates the finite 
state control of M. Thus A = (K, A, d, qO, F), and q E d(p, r) with r = 
(P, a, Y, 6, ,..., bkwl) iff (q, y) E 6(p, a, b, ,..., bk-,) is an instruction of M. 
If w E L(M), then there is a computation of M on w, which is defined by the 
sequence of instructions m,, m, ,..., m,. For every i with 0 < i< t, m, = (qi, ai, yi, 
bi,l)***) b i,k- 1, qi+ 1) and (qi+ i, JJi) E 6(qi, ai, b/,1,..., bi,k- i), where q0 is the initial 
state and qr+ , E F. Encode this sequence of instructions into a string u = u,,ui . . . u, 
over A such that for 0 < i < t, Ui= (qi, a,, yi, bt,,,..., bi,k-1). Then h(u) = W, h,(u) = 
h,(u) = ..a = h&) = Y,Y, m.. YI, and u E R. Thus, w E: h(Eq(h,, h, ,..., h,Jn R). 
Notice that for every prefix v of u and 1 < i < k, ) h,(v)/ > ) hi+ i(v)/, which stems from 
the fact that the heads on the Post tape do not cross each other. 
Conversely, if w E h(Eq(h,, hz,..., hk) n R), then there exists u E A* such that 
h(u) = w. From the construction of A, Eq(h,, h2,..., hk) and R we obtain ) hi(v)/ > 
~hi+,(v)~ for every prefix v of u, which guarantees that the write head is not crossed 
by a read head. Furthermore, u describes a sequence of instructions of a successful 
computation of M on w. Thus, w EL(M) which completes the proof. 1 
We summarize these results in the main theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 3.5. For every k > 2, the class of languages defined by k-head Post 
machines operating in real time is the smallest AFL containing the k-fold equality 
sets, and it is the principal AFL generated by Merge,(k-COPY). In particular, 
and 
POST(n) = a(EQ2(HOM) = S(Merge,(COPY)), 
MULTIHEAD-POST = g(EQ+ (HOM)). 
Define the languages 
k-FIFO = w E U Z(‘) ( w E Merge,(k-COPY), and for every prefix v of w 
O<f<k 
and 0 < i < k - 2, #,(v) > #,+ ,(v) 
I 
, 
where #((v) denotes the number of occurrences of symbols from Z”’ in v. 
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From the constructions of multihead Post machines whose heads do not cross each 
other (see Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.4) we obtain that the languages Merge,& 
COPY) and k-FIFO are equivalent in the sense that they generate the same AFL. 
Notice that the relationship between k-FIFO and Merge&COPY) resembles that 
between the one-sided and the two-sided Dyck sets. 
For completeness we state some results on AFLs and semiAFLs, which are 
properly contained in the class of simple Post languages. 
For strings x, y E Z* of the same length with x= air22 ... a, and y =b,b, .+. b, 
and ai, b, E C*, the parallel encoding of x and y in (L: X Z)* is (x, y) = 
@I9 b&%9 w *** (%I9 &I). 
Define the language SHIFT to be 
SHIFT = {(w,, w,)%(w,, We)% a.+ %(w,-i, w,)% ( m > 2, 
wiE {a,b}*,)w,~=~~~=Jw,~}u(e}. 
See [4] for further discussions on SHIFT. 
THEOREM 3.6. SHIFT is a simple Post language. 
Proof: Let SHIFT be a variation of SHIFT, such that the first components of the 
first pair of strings (wi, w,) and the second components of the last pair of strings 
(w, _ i , w,,,) are barred. Let h, be the projection on the first components of symbols 
from Z x C U Z x ,!?, while h, erases symbols from 2 x Z, and similarly, let h, be the 
projection on the second components of symbols from C X Z U z X Z, and let h, 
erase symbols from C x ,??. Let R = (,f x Z)*$((Z x C)*%)*(C X E)*$, and let h be a 
length-preserving homomorphism that erases bars. Then SHIFT = h(Eq(h, , h,) n R), 
and thus by Theorem 3.5, SHIFT is a simple Post language. I 
It should be noted that a similar technique is applied to prove Proposition 2.5. See 
[2, IO] for details. From [4,21] we obtain: 
THEOREM 3.7. Each of the following classes of languages is properly contained in 
the class of simple Post languages, POST(n): 
iwopn s(*copy), S(SHIFT). 
4. MULTITAPE POST MACHINES 
In this section we consider multitape Post machines, and study their relationships 
to multihead Post machines and to multiple reset machines. All these machines are 
shown to characterize the class MULTI-RESET, even if the numbers of tapes and 
heads are restricted to two and three. 
An n-tape Post machine M is a nondeterministic acceptor with a one-way, one- 
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head input tape, a finite state .control, and n Post tapes as work tapes. A multitape 
Post machine is a Post machine with a finite number of Post tapes as work tapes. 
We restrict our attention to multitape Post machines which operate in real time or 
in linear time, and defer the discussion of Post machines with other time bounds to 
Section 5. 
By n-TAPE-POST (MULTITAPE-POST) we denote the class of languages 
accepted by n-tape (multitape) Post machines operating in real time. 
With standard methods one obtains that for every n > 0, n-TAPE-POST and 
MULTITAPE-POST are closed under all AFL operations. Furthermore, the 
“multitape representation theorem” of [12] shows how to characterize these 
languages in terms of simple Post languages. These arguments show that every 
language in n-tape POST can be obtained from the intersection of n equality sets by 
means of AFL operations. However, by extending the method of Theorem 3.4 to n- 
tape Post machines and intersections of n equality sets, such that each pair of 
homomorphisms directly simulates the actions on one Post tape, we obtain the 
following characterization of languages in n-TAPE-POST. 
THEOREM 4.1. (i) For every n > 0, n-TAPE-POST is an AFL. 
(ii) For every n 2 1, a language L is in n-TAPE-POST if and only if there 
exist n simple Post languages L, , L, ,..., L, and a length-preserving homomorphism h 
such that L = h(L, AL, n . . . n L,). 
(iii) For every n > 0 and every L in n-TAPE-POST there exist n pairs of 
homomorphisms (h,, hi), (h2, h;) ,..., (h,, h’,), a length-preserving homomorphism h, 
and a regular set R such that 
L=h(Eq(h,,h;)nEq(h,,h;)n... nEq(h,,h;)nR). 
From Theorem 4. I(i) and (iii) and the representation of multiple equality sets in 
terms of intersections of equality sets we obtain. 
THEOREM 4.2. MULTITAPE-POST is the smallest intersection closed AFL 
which contains all multiple equality sets. 
To get a deeper insight into the power of multitape Post machines, we relate them 
to multiple reset machines and machines with reset tapes and circular tapes, which 
are studied in [4]. 
A circular nonwriting tape is a one-way infinite tape with one read-write head, 
which moves only from left to right, and can be reset several times to the left end of 
the tape when the right end is reached. In the first sweep on the tape the head is 
write-only, and determines the contents of the tape; in all later sweeps the head is 
read-only. Since the head is required to make full sweeps, an accepting configuration 
is reached only when the head is at the right end of the tape. 
A reset tape is a nonwriting circular tape, where the head is reset once and thus 
makes two full sweeps on the tape. A multiple reset machine is a nondeterministic 
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acceptor with a one-way, one-head input tape, a finite state control, and some finite 
number of reset tapes as work tapes. 
Let MULTI-RESET denote the class of languages accepted in real time by 
multiple reset machines. 
From [4] recall the following characterizations of MULTI-RESET. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. For a language L the following are equivalent: 
(i) L is in MULTI-RESET. 
(ii) L is accepted in linear time by a multiple reset machine. 
(iii) L is accepted in real time by a multiple reset machine with three reset 
tapes. 
(iv) L is accepted in real time by a nondeterministic acceptor with one reset 
tape and one circular nonwriting tape. 
Furthermore, it is shown in [4] that MULTI-RESET is closed under linear erasing 
homomorphism, intersection, and all AFL operations. 
From this characterization we see that for multiple reset machines, real time is as 
powerful as linear time; also three reset tapes as work tapes are as powerful as any 
finite number of reset tapes, and only two work tapes are required if one of them is a 
circular nonwriting tape. 
It is obvious that a reset tape can be seen as a special case of a Post tape, where 
the write head and the read head operate in two distinct phases. Similarly, a circular 
nonwriting tape can be seen as a multihead Post tape, where a read head becomes 
active only when the previously active head has stopped acting. On the other hand, a 
circular nonwriting tape can be simulated on a Post tape. To see this assume that the 
right end of the circular nonwriting tape is marked by %. The first writing sweep on 
the circular nonwriting tape is identically simulated by the write head on the Post 
tape. From now on, each sweep on the circular nonwriting tape is identically 
simulated by the read head on the Post tape, while simultaneously the write head 
copies the symbols read by the read head, and so generates a new copy of the 
contents of the circular nonwriting tape. While simulating the last sweep on the 
circular nonwriting tape, this copy is omitted. 
It should be noted that these techniques can be used to provide a direct proof of 
m(COPY) G m(*COPY) G ‘Di’(Merge,(COPY)), which is shown in Theorem 3.7. 
Therefore, recall that a reset tape, a circular nonwriting tape, and a Post tape are 
storage structures corresponding to COPY, *COPY, and Merge,(COPY), respec- 
tively. 
Conversely, a Post tape can be simulated on two reset tapes. To see this, we use 
the characterization of multitape Post machines by equality sets as stated in previous 
theorems. 
THEOREM 4.4. For every equality set L = Eq(h,, h,) there is a multiple reset 
machine M with two reset tapes operating in linear time, such that L = L(M). 
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Proof: On an input w, M reads w symbol by symbol and evaluates h,(w) on the 
first reset tape, and h,(w) on the second reset tape. Then M resets, and checks 
whether the contents on the first reset tape equals the contents on the second reset 
tape. In this case, M accepts. 1 
For the characterization of MULTI-RESET in terms of multitape Post machines 
and intersections of equality sets, we combine the results from Theorem 4.1, 
Theorem 4.4, and Proposition 4.3, and the fact that reset tapes and circular 
nonwriting tapes can be simulated on Post tapes. 
THEOREM 4.5. For a language L the following are equivalent. 
(i) L is in MULTI-RESET. 
(ii) L is accepted in linear time by a multitape Post machine. 
(iii) L is accepted in real time by a two-tape Post machine. 
(iv) L is the image of the intersection of a finite number of equality sets and a 
regular set under a linear-erasing homomorphism, i.e., L = h(Eq(h,, h;) n . . . C7 
Wh,, , hb) n R). 
(v) L is the image of the intersection of two equality sets and a regular set 
under a length-preserving homomorphism, i.e., L = h(Eq(h,, h’,) n Eq(h2, h;) n R). 
We continue with a comparison of multitape and multihead Post machines. This 
induces a comparison of finite intersections of equality sets and multiple equality sets, 
here in the context of the closure under AFL operations. 
It is obvious that every k + l-head Post machine M can be simulated by a k-tape 
Post machine M’, such that M and M’ operate within the same time bounds. To 
achieve this the write heads on the Post tape of M’ each directly simulate the single 
write head of M, and each read head of M is now simulated on one Post tape of M’. 
The converse simulation result can easily be obtained within linear time bounds, 
such that the actions on the tapes of an n-tape Post machine are simulated by an 
(n + I)-head Post machine operating on a tape with n tracks. To get down to real 
time we need some sophisticated tape-folding arguments. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let L = Eq(h,, h,) n Eq(h,, h4) be the intersection of two equality 
sets. Then there is a three-head Post machine M that accepts L in real time. 
Proof Let h,, h, be homomorphisms mapping 2” to fi, and let h, , h, map Z* 
to~.Assume~,n~,=0,andletm=max{(h,(a)]]aEC, l<i<4}. 
For an input string w E X*, M must check that h,(w) = h2(w) = u and h3(w) = 
h4(w) = v for some strings u and v, and M must operate in real time. To get our 
result for multihead Post machines with only three heads, we apply the technique of 
“tape-folding,” which is similarly used for multitape machines in [3,4,6]. M scans 
an encoded form of the input string four times, once for each homomorphism, and the 
major effort of M is to check the correctness of the encoding of the input string. 
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For our convenience we introduce the following notation. For an integer I >/ 1 and 
a string x E Z* with 1x1>, 1, the l-fold unz~rmly compressed version of x, denoted 
[xl,9 is obtained by scanning x from left to right and compressing 1 symbols to one 
with the last symbol of [xl, possibly consisting ofj symbols from Z with 1 < j < 2 . 1. 
Furthermore, the first and the last symbols of [xl1 are marked. Thus [x][ represents x 
on [lx I/r] squares, where for a real number r, \r] denotes the greatest integer less than 
or equal to r. 
We shall describe how the nondeterministic three-head Post machine M operates 
on an input string w. If A4 guesses that (w] > 684, it will handle w in its finite state 
control. (The number 684 stems from the fact that an l-fold uniform compression of a 
string x requires (x] > l, and portions of length l/19 of the input string are 36-fold 
uniformly compressed on channels 25 and 26). Otherwise, M guesses b = ]] w ]/19 ] 
and divides w into 19 portions, such that w = w, w1 . . . w,, w,!, with ] wl] = b for 
I < i < 18 and b < ( w,, ] < b + 19, and operates in 19 phases, scanning Wi on the 
input tape in the ith phase. 
Suppose that M accepts w and ] w] > 684. Then at the end of an accepting 
computation, the string X’*Y will be written on the Post tape, where X and Y have 
the following format. The length of X equals b, and its first and last symbols are 
marked by boundary markers. X has 27 channels, where the string on each channel is 
written left-justified in X. Thus, X consists of the parallel encoding of 27 strings, 
which are tilled with dummy symbols from the right to be of length b. Let X= 
(a, fl, y), where a and /I each comprise 13 channels. The channels of a contain the 
strings w,, We,..., wlo, [WI,,, zl, z2, respectively, and /3 = [c~]~[a]~. Thus channel 
13 + i contains the twofold repetition of channel i, compressed by 2. Let y = [uu], 
with p = 38 . m (or p = (UZI ] if ] uu ] ( 38 . m). To complete the description of X we 
specify z, and z2 on channels 12 and 13. Define z3 = [w~,]~~[w~~]~~ . . . [w,~],~[w;,],~, 
where w;, is obtained from w,~ by compressing the last 1 + I w] - 11 w(/19] . 19 
symbols to one new symbol, such that ] w;,] = b, and define zq = 
d3%+ wz13&3~413~ a-. [w,w,,],,, where d is a new symbol and q= [b/18]. Now, 
let z, =z,d’z,d’ and z, = z4dt, where r, s, and t are chosen such that ]z,( = ]zz] = b 
and (z,d’( = [b/2J. Thus the format of (z3, zq) is 
z3 
0 ( 
= h1118 [%I18 h3118 h4118 IWlSJll7 *** !w& b49118 
* z4 d4 dq dq [w,w2136 Iw3 ~4136 a.. [w,w,,136 dq 
The string Y is of length [b/18] . 9 and consists of (z3, z4), some markers on 
channel 3 to prevent the heads from crossing each other, and an endmarker. 
Now A4 operates as follows. Let Hi, HZ, and H, denote the heads on the Post tape. 
H, is write-only, and H, and H, are read-only, and we shall see from the construction 
that H, always precedes H, on the tape, and H, always precedes H,, Thus the heads 
do not cross each other. 
Phase 1. M guesses X symbol by symbol, and H, writes X on the Post tape and 
checks that the actual input equals w1 on channel one of X. 
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Phases 2,3,4. In each phase, H, and H, copy X and check on channel i of X 
that the actual input is wi, i = 2,3,4. 
Phases $6. Now H, and H, copy X in each phase and check that the actual 
input is wi on channel i, i = 5,6. 
Phase 7. H, and H, copy X and check that the actual input is w,. 
Simultaneously, H, reads the compressed version of ww on channel 24, and in the 
first half of this phase H, checks on channel 27 that h,(w) = U, and in the second half 
H, checks that h3(w) = u. 
Phase 8. H, and H, copy X and check that the actual input is wg, and H, moves 
to the right boundary marker of X. 
Phases 9, 10. These phases are similar to Phases 7 and 8. Now H, and H, have 
switched their roles and it is checked that h,(w) = u and h4(w) = v. 
So far, Xl0 has been written on the Post tape, and H, , H,, and H, are positioned 
just behind the lOth, 6th, and 5th X. Also, H, has moved one square per step, and 
has checked that the concatenation of w,, We,..., w,, on channels 1 to 10 of X is a 
prefix of the input w. Now, H, slows down to l/18 of that speed and records the rest 
of the input on channel 1 of Y. 
Phases 11, 12. While H, records w,, and wlz as portions of the input string, H, 
first rushes over &s on channel 26, advancing one square per step. Then H, reads w 
on channel 24, and H, first reads zq on channel 26 and then z3 on channel 25, and M 
checks that w = z4z3, when compressions and rfs are ignored. Finally, H, moves to 
the right boundary marker of X. Note that H, moves ]/J/Z] squares in these two 
phases. 
Phase 13. While H, records wi3, H, and H, check that the first halves of the 
strings on channels 14 to 26 of X under H, equal the second halves under H,, and 
that the first half of the contents of channel 13 equals the second half of channel 12. 
This check for the equality of strings takes [b/2] steps. Finally, H, moves to the right 
boundary marker of X. 
Phase 14. While H, records wi4 it guesses w, w2 and writes [w, w21j6 on channel 
2 of Y. Simultaneously, H, checks on channels 14 and 15 that wi equals the first half 
of the contents of channel 14, and that w2 equals the second half of channel 15, 
provided compressions are ignored. Furthermore, H, reads channels 1 to 13 of X, and 
for 1 < i < 13, H, checks that the contents of the second half of channel 13 + i is the 
twofold uniform compression of the contents of channel i. 
H, and H, are now positioned just behind the 8th and 7th X on the Post tape. 
Phase 15. H, records wi5 and guesses w3 w.,, and H, compares w, and wq with 
the strings on the first and second halves of channels 16 and 17. 
Phases 16, 17. These phases are similar to Phase 15; however, H, is used for the 
comparison of wg ,..., wg with according strings on channels 18 to 21. Additionally, 
H, is moved over another X. 
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Phase 18. As before, H, records w,s and guesses wg w,,,, while H, compares w, 
and wi,, with the first and second halves of channels 22 and 23, respectively. 
Simultaneously, H, and H, check that (z3, z4) on the first half of channels 25 and 26 
under H, equals Y. Now, H, would cross over H, , since it attempts to read the suffix 
of ]wls] i8 and [w;,] ,s before H, has written these strings. To overcome this difficulty, 
M detects a coincidence of H, and H,, as described in Lemma 3.1, and switches the 
roles of H, and H,, when H, attempts to crossover H, . 
Phase 19. Playing the role of H, , H, checks that the actual input is wL9, while 
H, moves to the right boundary marker of Y. As in Phase 18, M prevents H, from 
crossing over H,. 
If all these requirements are met, then the input is scanned and H, , H,, and H, are 
scanning the same square. Then M will accept; otherwise, M will reject. 
To see that M accepts exactly L, first suppose that M accepts an input string w 
when it-has guessed some string X in phase 1. Then M copies X nine times in Phases 
2 to 10. For the moment of this analysis let us ignore compressions of strings and 
occurrences of d’s. In Phases 7 and 9, M checks that h,(w) = h*(w) = u and h3(w) = 
h*(w) = u, where w is taken from channel 24 of X. Thus it remains to show that the 
input w is in fact represented twice on channel 24. To see this, recall that for 
i = l,..., 13, the contents of channel 13 + i of X are of the form xixi, where xi are the 
contents of channel i. This is checked in Phases 13 and 14. From Phases 11 and 12 
we see that zqz3 = w, where w is taken from channel 24. Since zX equals channel 1 of 
Y and zq equals channel 2 of Y by Phase 18, we obtain from Phases 11 to 19 that 
zq=wlw**** w*. and z3 = wir w,* ... w,~ (again ignoring compressions and Ss), 
where w,, w2 ,..., w,~ are portions of the very input string w. Hence, w is represented 
on channel 24, and w EL. Conversely, if w E L, then there exists a proper X such 
that if M guesses X in Phase 1, then It4 will accept w. Notice that M handles short 
strings separately in its finite state control. I 
Summarizing these facts we obtain the following new characterizations for 
languages in MULTI-RESET. 
THEOREM 4.7. For a language L the following are equivalent. 
(i) L is in MULTI-RESET. 
(ii) L is accepted in linear time by a multihead Post machine. 
(iii) L is accepted in real time by a three-head Post machine. 
(iv) There is a threefold equality set Eq(h,, h,, h3), a regular set R, and a 
length-preserving homomorphism h, such that L = h(Eq(h,, h,, h3) n R). 
(v) There are multiple equality sets L,, L2,..., L,, a regular set R, and a 
homomorphism h, which is linear-erasing on the intersection of L,, L2,..., L, and R, 
such thatL=h(L,nL,n... nL,nR). 
Proof: Let L be accepted in linear time by some multihead Post machine. Then L 
is accepted in linear time by some multitape Post machine, and L is in MULTI- 
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RESET by Theorem 4.5(i) and (ii). By Theorem 4.5(iv) there exist homomorphisms 
h, hi, hi, h,, hi, where Jr is length-preserving, and a regular set R, such that 
L = h(Eq(h,, h’J n Eq(h,, hi) AR). Then L is accepted in real time by a three-head 
Post machine by Lemma 4.6 and Theorem 3.2. Since (iii) implies (ii), now (i), (ii), 
and (iii) are equivalent. The equivalence of (iii) and (iv) follows from Theorem 3.5, 
and the equivalence of (i) and (v) follows from Theorem 4.2 and the fact that 
MULTITAPE-POST equals MULTI-RESET by Theorem 4.5. @ 
When we interpret the various characterizations of the class MULTI-RESET from 
Proposition 4.3 and Theorems 4.4 and 4.7 we see that the “first-in, first-out” 
comparison of strings can be modelled equivalently by nondeterministic acceptors 
operating in real time or in linear time, whose storage tapes vary from a finite 
number of multihead Post tapes (which seems to be the most powerful) to two Post 
tapes, or one three-head Post tape, or three reset tapes. In terms of equality sets this 
means that finite intersections of multiple equality sets, or intersections of just two 
(twofold) equality sets, or threefold equality sets, are equivalent in their capabilities 
to define languages, when additionally inverse homomorphisms, nonerasing 
homomorphisms, and intersections with regular sets are applied. This fact contradicts 
our results in Section 2. 
We close with a new semiAFL generator of the class MULTI-RESET, which is 
obtained from Theorems 3.5 and 4.7. Notice that other generators for MULTI- 
RESET can be obtained by shuffling the language COPY at least three times, or by 
shufIling COPY and *COPY. These are standard generators from AFL theory 
obtained from Theorem 4.3 (see [ 11 I). 
THEOREM 4.8. MULTI-RESET is a principal (semi)AFL with generator 
Merge&-COPY) for every k > 3. 
It should be mentioned that it has been shown in [7] that the class POST(n) is 
properly contained in MULTI-RESET. Thus Merge,(COPY) is not a semi(AFL) 
generator of MULTI-RESET. 
5. BALANCE BOUNDED HOMOMORPHISMS AND DISTANCE BOUNDED POST MACHINES 
In this section we consider the relationship between Post machines and Turing 
machines in terms of time and space bounds. To accomplish this we need the notion 
of distance for Post machines. We show that the distance for Post machines is the 
natural correspondent of the balance of homomorphisms, which has been studied in 
[ 2, 8, 10, 191 and is generalized here. 
Consider n homomorphisms h,, h, ,..., h, with a common domain C*, and a word 
WEE*. The balance of w under h,, h2,..., h, is defined by p(w) = 
max{lh,(w)l - Ihj(w)l I1 < 4 j Q n). 
Let f: fkl -t kJ be a bounding function. A set of homomorphisms (h, , h, ,..., h,} has 
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f-bounded balance on a language L, if for every w EL and every prefix x of w, 
P(;; qp ; I)* 
r, *,..., h,} has f-bounded balance on its equality set Eq(h,,..., h,), then 
h 9 h, v..., h,} is said to have f-bounded balance, and Eq(h,, h2,..., h,) is called an n- 
fold equality set with f-bounded balance. 
Let EQ”(f) denote the family of n-fold equality sets with f-bounded balance, and 
let EQ + (f) denote the family of multiple equality sets with f-bounded balance. 
From Section 2 we know that every n-fold equality set is an (n + 1)-fold equality 
set. That proof does not affect the balance. Hence, for every bounding function f and 
all n > 1 
EQ”(f) c EQ”+Yf> and EQ+ (f> = u EQ’Yf). 
a>1 
Also, notice that for functions f and g with f (m) < g(m) for all m 2 0, 
EQ’Yf1 s EQ”(g) and EQ+(f) E EQ+(g). 
For every w E Z* and every set of homomorphisms (h,, h2,..., h,} on Z*, p(w) < 
c . 1 WI, where c = max{l hi(a)1 - Ihi I 1 < i, j Q n, a E Z}. Thus, every set of 
homomorphisms has linear-bounded balance on every language. This implies 
EQ’WOW = U,,, EQ”(c + Id) for all n > 1 and EQ+(HOM) = Uc>0 EQ+(c . Id), 
where Id(m) = m for all m. 
The natural correspondent of the balance of homomorphisms in terms of bounds 
on machines is the distance of Post machines, which is defined as follows. 
Let M be a multihead (multitape) Post machine, and let C be a configuration of M. 
Then the distance of C, d(C), is defined by the maximal number of squares between 
the write head and any read head on any work tape. Thus, if C is an initial or a final 
configuration, then d(C) = 0. 
A multihead (multitape) Post machine M has f-bounded distance, if for every 
w E L(M) there is a successful computation of it4 on w, such that for every 
configuration C in the computation, d(C) < f (I w I). 
The distance of a Post machine It4 bounds the size of the actually available work 
space of IV, since the information on the squares already scanned by all read heads 
can never be retrieved. Notice that bounds on the work space of a Post machine M, 
i.e., the total number of squares visited by the write heads on the tapes, differ from 
time bounds for M only by a linear factor. 
Using standard constructions of compressing several symbols into one, we obtain a 
linear speed-up theorem for the distance of Post machines. 
The following facts now follow from the definitions and observations in Sections 2 
and 3. 
THEOREM 5.1. (i) For every k-fold equality set with f-bounded balance there is a 
deterministic k-head Post machine M with f-bounded distance, operating in real time, 
such that 
L(M) = Eq(h,, hz,..., hk). 
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(ii) For every real time k-head Post machine M with f-bounded distance there 
exist a length-preserving homomorphism h, a regular set R, and k homomorphisms 
h, > h, ,..., h, with f-bounded balance, such that 
L(M) = h(Eq(h,, h, ,..., hk) n R). 
(iii) For every real time n-tape Post machine M with f-bounded distance there 
exist a length-preserving homomorphism h, a regular set R, and n pairs of 
homomorphisms (h, , hi),..., (h,, hh) with f-bounded balance, such that 
L(M)=h(Eq(h,,h;)n... nEq(h,,h;)nR). 
By well-known techniques these statements can be generalized to Post machines 
operating in time T and homomorphisms h that are T-erasing on 
Eq(h, > h, ,..., h,)nR and Eq(h,, h’,)n a.* n Eq(h,, hk) n R, respectively. See [2] for 
a discussion in the case of equality sets. 
We now turn to the relations between time and distance bounds for Post machines 
and time and space bounds for Turing machines. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let M be a multitape Post machine that operates in time T and 
has f-bounded distance. Then there is a nondeterministiti Turing machine M’ with a 
one-way read-only input tape and one work tape, such that L(M) = L(M’), and M’ 
operates in times T(n) . f(n) and on space f(n). 
Proof Let M have m Post tapes. Then the work tape of M’ has m tracks, one for 
each Post tape. The contents of each Post tape between the read head and the write 
head is written left-justified on a track of the Turing tape between the boundary 
markers k and %. To simulate a move of M, the head on the Turing tape sweeps back 
and forth between t and $. It attaches a symbol written on a Post tape at the right 
end of the corresponding track, and it shifts the contents of a track one square to the 
left and destroys the first symbol of the track, when a symbol was read on the Post 
tape. Since M has f-bounded distance, M’ uses f(n) space, and it takes 2 . f(n) steps 
to simulate a move of M. Hence, M’ operates in time 2 . T(n) . f(n). A speed-up by 2 
now gives the desired result. 1 
With similar simulation techniques, which include the input tape, we obtain: 
THEOREM 5.3. Let M be a multitape Post machine that operates in time T and 
has f-bounded distance. Then there is a nondeterministic single-tape Turing machine 
M’ operating in time T(n) . f(n), such that L(M) = L(M’). 
THEOREM 5.4. Let M be a nondeterministic multitape Turing machine with a 
one-way read-only input tape and n work tapes. Let M operate in time T and on space 
S. Then there is a multitape Post machine M’ with n Post tapes, such that 
L(M) = L(M’), and M’ operates in time T(n) . S(n) and has S-bounded distance. 
571/21/3-5 
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Proof: Imagine that the squares with the left and right boundary markers of a 
Turing tape are pasted together, such that the Turing tape is a loop. Now, cut this 
loop at the square scanned by the read-write head, and assume that this tape has a 
read-only head at its left end and a write-only head at its right end, and both heads 
move only from left to right. Then the tape is a Post tape. 
To simulate the Turing machine M, assume that each of its work tapes is converted 
to a Post tape as described above. Now each step of the Turing machine is simulated 
by M’. If the head on the Turing tape moves right, this action can directly be 
simulated on a Post tape. If the head on the Turing tape remains stationary or moves 
left, this requires that the contents of the Post tape between the read head and the 
write head be copied, such that the read head encounters the square which was 
previously scanned by the write head or to the left of it. (See [ 171 for a more detailed 
description.) Since M operates on space s(n), the distance between the heads on any 
Post tape is bounded by s(n). Furthermore, the simulation of a single step of the 
Turing machine takes at most S(n) steps by M’. Hence, M’ operates in time 
T(n) * s(n). I 
From Theorems 5.2 and 5.4 we obtain that time bounded Turing machines can be 
simulated by time bounded Post machines in a quadratic amount of time, and vice 
versa. Thus, for all classes of bounding functions which contain g(n) = n2 and are 
closed under composition, such as the class of polynomials or the class of partial 
recursive functions, which in fact means no time bound, Post machines and Turing 
machines with time bounds have the same power of acceptance. Specifically, the class 
NP of languages accepted by nondeterministic Turing machines in polynomial time, 
and the class of recursively enumerable sets can be described in terms of Post 
machines. Similar results can be obtained for time bounded deterministic Turing 
machines and deterministic Post machines. See [20] for some discussions on deter- 
ministic real time Post machines that accept with empty storage. 
Let us finally turn to the complexity of equality sets. It has been shown in [ 191 
that for every pair of homomorphisms, the set Eq(h,, h,) is regular if and only if 
Eq(h, , h,) has f-bounded balance for some bounded function fY This result can now 
be generalized to multiple equality sets and to “slowly” growing functions. 
Recall from [ 131 that an f-space bounded Turing machine with a one-way input 
tape accepts a nonregular set, only if lim sup f(n)/log n > 0. Thus, we obtain the 
following fact from Theorem 5.2. 
THEOREM 5.5. If a language L is accepted by a multitape (multihead) Post 
machine with f-bounded distance, and lim sup f(n)/log n = 0, then L is a regular set. 
From Theorem 5.1 and the previously stated representation of multiple equality 
sets by intersections of equality sets, we obtain our next result, which is a 
generalization of Theorem 4.4 of [2]. 
THEOREM 5.6. If a language L is the intersection of a finite number of multiple 
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equality sets with f-bounded distance, and lim sup f(n)/log n = 0, then L is a regular 
set. 
Upper bounds on the balance of multiple equality sets and on the distance of Post 
machines operating in real time or in linear time can be obtained from our specific 
multiple equality sets Merge,(k-COPY). 
THEOREM 5.7. For every k > 2, if Merge,(k-COPY) is accepted by a multitape 
(multihead) Post machine M operating in linear time, then M hasfbounded distance, 
where lim supf(n)/n > 0. 
Proof: Notice that k-COPY = Merge,(k-COPY) n C* . C”” s ..a . Z(k-l)*, so 
that k-COPY is also accepted in linear time by a multitape (multihead) Post machine 
with f-bounded distance. By Theorem 5.3 this means that k-COPY is accepted by a 
single-tape Turing machine operating in time n * f(n). However, a single-tape Turing 
machine operating in time g cannot accept k-COPY unless lim sup g(n)/n’ > 0 (just 
as such a machine cannot accept (wti ( w E (0, 1 }* } in less time). Thus, 
lim sup n . f(n)/n’ > 0, so that lim sup f(n)/n > 0. 1 
We thus can conclude that Merge,(k-COPY) is a k-fold equality set with linear 
bounded balance. 
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